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Affiliate Cart 1.0

The Ideal module for placing all your affiliate partners...........

Creates an Affiliate Section, that you can use to display a vast array of products with
descriptions and images, deep linked from affiliate partner sites.

Tested on xoops version 2.0.15 and should work on all 2.0.x versions
Not tested on 2.2

Just displaying main affiliate links 'the old way' is fast loosing ground. The best option is to 'deep
link', displaying product images and descriptions. This can be used as a basic affiliate shopping
cart with multiple categories and sub-categories.

Download zip files, ftp to your modules folder, install via your admin panel and away you
go...............

Available via Pet Finder Online downloads link
http://www.petfinderonline.co.uk/

Click 'Pet Products' link to see it in action.

Have at earning loads of commission
-----------------------------------
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